Forgotton Anne
Imagine a place where everything that is lost and forgotten goes; old toys, letters, single socks. The
Forgotten Lands is a magical world inhabited by Forgotlings; creatures composed of mislaid objects
longing to be remembered again.
Forgotton Anne is a seamless cinematic adventure with a focus on meaningful storytelling and light
puzzle platforming. You are Anne, the enforcer who keeps order in the Forgotten Lands, as she sets
out to squash a rebellion that might prevent her master, Bonku, and herself from returning to the human
world...
Key Features:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Discover a beautifully realised world of wonder filled with Forgotlings - charming everyday objects
brought to life, bursting with personality.
Uncover the truth behind the harrowing conflict taking place between an impassioned ruler and
ruthless rebellion.
Harness the power of Anima, the energy that brings life to the Forgotten Lands. Use it to solve
puzzles and command ultimate control over Forgotlings’ lives.
Choose carefully. Your words and actions can alter the tale being told thanks to a branching dialogue
system that places the power in your hands.
Run, leap, and soar as you strive to guide Anne home, unlocking areas and abilities along the way.
Enjoy hand-animated visuals created using the same traditional techniques that brought your
favourite animated movies to life.
Immerse yourself in a soaring orchestral score performed by the Copenhagen Philharmonic
Orchestra.

Release: Spring 2018 on Playstation 4, Xbox One, and Steam

Themes
In Forgotton Anne the player takes on the role of Anne, an abandonded orphan raised by the stern
impassioned ruler of the Forgotten Lands, Master Bonku.
The lands are populated with Forgotling creatures which are mislaid objects from the human world
whose souls contain the life force Anima.
Forgotton Anne puts the player into situations of moral dilemma as Anne wields the magical Arca stone
that enables her to give and take life.
The story touches upon many themes that are relevant in today’s society such as surveillance and our
consumerist culture that is the root cause for a spiral of neglect.
The game employs an ‘Empathy’ system that records the player’s actions to shape the experience of the
story.

The Art of Forgotton Anne
The aesthetics of Forgotton Anne is inspired by 2D animated movies that features painted backgrounds
with 2D hand-drawn characters animating on top.
The journey of Anne takes her from the tower where she resides to the outskirts of the Forgotten Lands
and back again as she gains a new perspective of herself and the world around her.

Character Designs

Forgotton Anne features a cast of over a hundred forgotling creatures, each of them a lost object; their
connection with their human owners fueling their existence with the life force Anima.

Animation
The animation in Forgotton Anne consists of thousands of individually drawn frames of a multitude of
characters, with Anne having 2500+ frames of her own, making her one of the characters in videogame
history with the highest frame count.
In order to heighten Anne’s presence in the world, much care has been put into having Anne physically
interact with her surroundings, unlike most 2D games, with Anne correctly placing her feet on stair steps
and handles.

The Sound
Featuring an orchestral soundtrack recorded with the Copenhagen Philharmonic, the music
complements the journey with themes for characters and places that develop and bind together the
experience.
Forgotton Anne features full voice over and as much care has been put into the audio of the game as the
visuals, with Anne’s footsteps sounding different depending on the material she sets foot on.
Listen to tracks from the unreleased soundtrack here, including the ending song performed by Randi
Laubek:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/kx8f87nv5in2r4y/AABR7cZmQlydlYwLu8qvA40ja?dl=0
*NOT for public sharing.

